
Gosberton Medical Centre - Friends & Family Data 2019
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Jan-19 Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19 Jul-19 Aug-19 Sep-19 Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19 Total

Extremely Likely 47 47 37 42 25 30 34 32 40 334

Likely 1 0 0 1 2 4 2 0 0 10

Neither Likely or Unlikely 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Unlikely 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 5
0

Extremely Unlikely 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 5

Positive Comments 18 26 12 12 8 14 17 13 19 139

Negative Comments 1 1 0 1 3 1 0 0 0 7

No Comment 30 20 0 32 18 19 20 20 22 181

Collection Method
Handwritten 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Telephone call 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tablet/Kiosk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SMS/Text message 49 47 37 45 29 34 37 33 41 352
Smartphone app/or online 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Patient GPAQ Survey 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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How likely are you to recommend our service to friends and family if they needed similar care or treatment
Those who ticked - Extremely Likely said: - 
I have always been impressed with the staff and quality of service. Also (apart from once) I have been able to see a Dr/Nurse quickly
Because its good
This doctors is fantastic, always helpful.
Treatment & Level of Care
I have always been given a great service and Doctors have listened and understood me.
Easy to get an appointment. Good quality care from reception to nurses and doctors.
Every one is so good and friendly. We are so lucky to have such good doctors and nurses at Gosberton Medical Centre
Very prompt care by all healthcare professionals who helped with my emergency.
Very friendly and helpful service from all departments.
We get excellent care from doctors, nurses and staff.
Healthcare Assistants (HCAs) are always polite, friendly and understanding.
Very efficient and helpful staff and doctors.
Doctor was very helpful and ensured I understood all the options available to me.
The attention/care & courtesy extended by the doctors, nurses and ancilliary staff at Gosberton Medical Centre is excellent. 
Personal care is fabulous for my entire family but especially my elderly and very poorly mum. The loving flexible care they provide
enable me to keep mum at home and allows me to still work.
The care I have received over the last 2 years has been second to none and I have delayed moving to the North East for that very reason.
Good service and friendly.
Doctor and Nurses very good - Excellent.
I can't personally find any fault with the doctors surgery.
Gosberton Medical Centre doctors and staff always seem to go for holistic care rather than just treating symptoms of a particular issue.
also the advantage of the local medical centre is that most of the staff know you personally rather than just a number or name.
Staff always friendly and helpful. Nothings too much trouble. Excellent surgery.
Very good services.
A friendly helpful practice always willing to help.
Have always been happy with my treatment.
Always excellent attention and service.
Always treated with kindness and respect. Very professional.
Fantastic service so friendly.
Having had dressings done at home for 6 months to no avail but come to the surgery for dressings the care I am given is 100% better and
I am in less pain too!! We have now turned the corner at last.
Very helpful and professional receptionists and admin.
I have a mental illness and since moving to the area and registering with this surgery all the staff have been very helpful in meeting my
medical needs.
Always get an appointment that day. Very friendly staff, nurses and doctors. Always had very good treatment.
This is the best surgery my wife and I have ever had.
Friendly, understaning, professional. Always have time for you, try to accommodate you time wise with appointments.
Always ready to help and give advice.
Brilliant all round first class service second to none.
Very appreciative of the excellent care I have received via Dr Wiscombe and the medical team at Gosberton Medical Centre following
a recent right hip replacement.
Reception very friendly and helpful. Doctors appointment was on time and doctor was very helpful.
Lovely receptionists and doctors.
Helpful staff.
Really nice and friendly.



All staff who I have dealt with have been professional, caring and efficient. Service with a smile.
I find everybody extremely helpful and have received wonderful medical help. The Pharmacy willing and helpful. Also not forgetting
the nurses do a good job. Receptionists always helpful and friendly.
Very caring, helpful surgery who will always give 110% to assist in anyway.
Easy - you care about your patients and explain everything - thank you.
Courtesy, Listening ears and prompt and efficient dealing with our varied health needs in old age.
Service and staff excellent.
I found them very good and helpful.
The doctors and nurses are all very nice.
Always found really helpful and no problem getting appointments.
Always an excellent service - very thorough and friendly staff.
Friendly service.
Fast & friendly service.
I have always found all staff helpful supportive and very understanding. They always try to find ways to help out when appointments
don't fit in around family and work.
They are all so caring and the staff are all so helpful. They are so understanding.
Good service.
Brilliant service as always, Donna (the nurse) is always excellent - if there were more Donna's surgeries would be a better place! Getting
an appointment out of normal hours however is hard, but overall the best surgery we have ever had.
Friendly and efficient.
Far superior service from all services at Gosberton to the ones received at my previous medical centre.
Its very good.
Having moved to the area around 6 months ago I am amazed that I can see a doctor/nurse on the same day. My previous surgery would
not be able to see me for several weeks. Also by referring me to hospital 2 problems have been diagnosed that I suspect I have had
for years.
Have been with this practice for 16 years and we are very satisfied.
Excellent service
Ease of access to GP followed by prompt referral to hospital of my choice.
Really good service, doctors, nurses, reception all friendly and willing to help with a can do attitude.
Everyone of your staff is caring and competent. Praise to the cleaning staff too as the surgery is immaculate.
For the excellent service given by all members of staff.
I have found everybody very helpful. I am very grateful for all you do for my family.
Because we have always received appropriate care and services quickly and with great consideration.
A brilliant team. The whole surgery is an amazing support to myself and my family, giving advice over the phone, fitting us all in as soon 
as they can with an appropriate appointment with the right person and dispensing our medication brilliantly.
Always excellent treatment. Always friendly and helpful.
Good quality healthcare from all members of staff.
Always had the best care possible.
Always friendly and accomodating. Proffessional at all times.
We always find doctors and staff helpful and caring, our designated doctor, Dr Wiscombe has always been so kind to us. We are so lucky
to have him.
The doctors and nurses are very good and friendly. Everything is done to perfection.
Never had any trouble, can always get an appointment if you need one. Staff friendly. Surgery clean.
Always very helpful. Explain treatment very well.
Always get good treatment and care.
Excellent service by all.
Just very happy with everything.
Always friendly staff.



I'm very happy with all aspects of Gosberton Medical Centre.
Very good.
Overall a very good practice.
Because everyone is very caring.
Great service, excellent doctors and staff.
Always excellent service only downside is long wait for doctors appointments.
I have always had excellent treatment.
Always been well satisfied with everything.
I recently changed to this practice and so far I am impressed with the service they provide.
From the experience we had from changing practices.
Always had good treatment and very friendly atmosphere at the surgery.
Because everyone is kind and helpful and make you better.
Staff (particularly Sarah Wiscombe) provide outstanding healthcare, fantastic bedside manner. I am always happy to come and talk to her
The enclosed questionnaire is self explanatory
You are superb!
Because you are very well looked after at Gosberton Medical Centre, they are so very friendly when making appointments
Gosberton Medical Centre is a modern clean, tidy, professional and altogether fantastic doctors surgery. I am so glad that I am a patient
here as there as loads of doctors surgeries out there which are terrible. The staff are excellent and the whole surgery is truly brilliant. 
They always get you an appointment when needed and the doctors are wonderful.
Have always been happy with care and attention received.
Cant fault anything at all
Recently moved into area and have received excellent advice, treatment and care for all at the Practice.
Was treated quickly and nurse was very friendly
Good team throughout the practice. Easy to get an appointment
Excellent service, clean and very friendly. Pharmacy attached which is an added bonus
Very friendly and informative. However its difficult yo get an appointment when its most needed
I was born in 1934. Registered with Dr Wilson and have been with various doctors since teenage and adult years. I have always been 
treated well and been satisfied with whoever has looked after me over the years.
We never have problems getting an appointment, staff always helpful and friendly
Good friendly practice
Great service.

Friendly Environment, staff very very good. Excellent can't fault it at all
My reason for selecting this statement is I find the staff at the surgery very helpful & friendly, you do not feel intimidated by anyone there
Most impressed - my first experience at a NHS Clinic in 40 years. I received kindness & consideration from all members of the Gosberton
team & also felt the facilities at the practice to be excellent.
The service my family and I have received from the Doctors has been exceptional
Blood test result returned very promptly.
Because I have always had good friendly & helpful treatment.
Always good & friendly service. Everything always explained to us.
We as a family have always been satisfied with the treatment we have received at the surgery.
Always seen as soon as possible. Kind, caring, lovely staff throughout the surgery.
Because you are always kind & helpful.
Efficient & well organised. A good team. Pleasant waiting area. My only negative experience was when I was once told I would have to pay



for an examination to sign a routine form for fitness to play badminton. This was more than a year's subscriptions and I was trying to stay
healthy with exercise!
Whenever I have been seen by Dr Wiscombe, Sarah Wiscombe or Heather Diggins, they have always been kind, helpful and professional
so could not ask for more. Gosberton Medical Centre is a brilliant place
The centre is immaculate, clean, yet very welcoming. All the staff and Doctors & Nursing staff are friendly, helpful and take time to listen 
to you. They always read up on your medical notes and take time to know their patients. Brilliant.
Got seen very quickly by docotr and refered to Pilgrim within 3 days
Very pleasant surgery, modern, clean and welcoming. The nurse I saw was very friendly and then when I saw a doctor he was extremely
personable & friendly and gave me confidence. Very helpful.
I had a problem that suddenly occurred at 10.55am. I rang the surgery and saw a doctor within 30 minutes. The consultation was thorough
and referrals made instantly. I was given time and honest answers to my questions. Thank you Dr Wiscombe.



Those who ticked - Likely All other options - 
Friendly and Caring No comments received

No comments received No comments received

No comments received No comments received

No comments received No comments received

Good practice, caring No comments received
and professional.



No comments received No comments received
No comments received No comments received

Very friendly and was No comments received
straight to the point.

No comments received No comments received

Very helpful, friendly No comments received



Because I am happy with the This would depend on
treatment I receive. what service they 
Local. required.
Always been treated with
respect.
Getting an explanation of the
results and reason for the test
was like "drawing teeth". The
information should be offerred
routinely and this puts the
patient more at ease. Instead 
of worrying about potential
health problems. Otherwise
everything was ggod.
The service I have received this
last year has been very much
improved. More care & time for
me. Listened to my views and
suggestions. But I still do not 
have to state why I need to see
Dr/Nurse to the Receptionist.
That is my personal reason - no
one elses.
Because it is a good practice
I recommend Dr Morsy (Mo) as No comments received
a GP. His approach when visiting
him is relaxed and open which
puts you at ease. We need more
like him. On the downside as a
woman it would sometimes be
nice to have a choice of a female
GP which Gosberton MC has'nt
got. Appt wait can be too long 
which seems to be a problem
across the UK but Gosberton MC
are better than some overall.



Well run practice.
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